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Ch-Ch-Changes—
Changes of
Control in the
Money Services
Industry
By Trish Lagodzinski & Xazel Garcia
Increased investment, mergers and acquisitions involving companies in the money services industry have increased at a fast pace
recently. The COVID-19 pandemic contributed to the growth and
has served as an accelerator for digital payments solutions, with a
push toward contactless payments and digital solutions for those
sheltering at home. The pandemic has also exposed fintech companies with less durable revenue models and may increase the
sale of fintech businesses to incumbent bank acquirers.
Many large banks are reacting to the pandemic by prioritizing mobile channels and accelerating their drive to digital transformation,
and in many cases that decision may lead to acquisitions where
the ability to build digital businesses internally is viewed by incumbents as too slow and cumbersome.1
Several large capital raising rounds demonstrate the strength
of payments companies despite, and partially because of, the
COVID-19 environment. Trends driving this growth include the
changing needs of consumers, including the desire for cashless
payments, digital onboarding, paperless identity verification and
modernized payments infrastructure.
Payments remains among the best-performing financial-services
product segments around the globe. Despite the direct impact
of COVID-19-related lockdowns, leading payments players have
rebounded surprisingly quickly, and many aspects of commerce
resumed relatively uninterrupted in most regions almost as soon
as lockdowns were lifted. Payments providers’ central role in the
economy—and their business potential—is illustrated by their
healthy total shareholder returns (TRS) even amid the economic
downturn (Exhibit 1).1
1 See “A burning platform: Revamping bank operating models for payments,” 2020
McKinsey Global Payments Report (Oct. 2020),
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/industries/financial%20services/
our%20insights/accelerating%20winds%20of%20change%20in%20global%20
payments/chapter-4-revamping-bank-operating-models-for-payments.pdf
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Within the cryptocurrency sector, mergers and acquisition values
went up 5,000% in 2021, with many more expected in 2022. Companies struck M&A deals more than three times the size of those
in 2020. The average size of a merger or acquisition in the sector
jumped to about $180 million in 2021, compared with an average of
about $52 million a year prior, driven in part by the 2021 special purpose acquisition company or SPAC boom, Bloomberg reported.2
Around 51 percent of those deals took place in the Americas. One
of the biggest deals last year included crypto asset manager Galaxy Digital’s $1.2 billion acquisition of BitGo, a digital asset trust and
security company. Cryptocurrency exchange Coinbase was also
a major buyer in 2021, snapping up crypto wallet company BRD
and Israel-based Unbound Security, which developed ways to
more securely transfer crypto tokens. Coinbase acquired at least
13 companies last year, Bloomberg reported in November.2
Some of these acquisitions have been funded by money flowing
into the crypto industry from venture capital firms. Globally, venture capital invested $30 billion into crypto investments in 2021,
according to PitchBook, $7 billion of which was spent in the U.S.
The future of crypto mergers looks like more of the same, according to PwC.3
2 Global M&A Trends in Technology, Media & Telecommunications: 2022 Outlook, Pwc
https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/services/deals/trends/
telecommunications-media-technology.html
3 Crypto M&A Soared Almost 5,000% in 2021, PwC Report Says, Joanna Ossinger,
Bloomberg, February 9, 2022
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-02-10/crypto-m-asoared-almost-5-000-in-2021-pwc-report-says?utm_content=crypto&utm_
source=twitter&utm_campaign=socialflow-organic&utm_
medium=social&sref=GzMobW41 As digital assets gain broader mainstream
acceptance, traditional finance companies seeking a cryptocurrency foothold
are bolstering their core businesses through M&A. Companies across industries are attempting to incorporate and monetize non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
as a component of their core businesses. After a record year in 2021—600
crypto deals in total, more than double that in 2020—we expect a continued acceleration in crypto-related IPOs and acquisitions in 2022 across
trading platforms, digital payment applications and related products.
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“We expect a continued acceleration in crypto-related IPOs and
acquisitions in 2022 across trading platforms, digital payment applications, and related products,” the accounting firm wrote in its
2022 outlook, Global M&A Trends in Technology, Media & Telecommunications.
What does this trend in acquisitions mean for licensed money services businesses? If a company is considering mergers and acquisitions or entering rounds of funding whether Series A to B, C, or
beyond, regulatory compliance is the key to a seamless change.

Regulatory Change
Process for Licensed
Money Services Businesses
Regulated money transmission entities are required to submit
notification of material changes to the information provided in the
initial application. These changes, among several others, include
the addition or modification Direct Owners or Indirect Owners, also
referred to as a Change of Control.
The definition of control varies between each regulatory entity.
However, common elements to the definition of control in the
various states include ownership or power to vote, directly or indirectly the voting securities or voting interests of a licensee or a
person in control of the licensee; the power to elect the majority of executive officers’ managers, trustee; the power to influence
the management or policies of a licensee or person in control of
a licensee. Typically, control is defined as 10% or more, however
some states define control as 25% or m ore.
Many states require advance notification for the change of control of a licensee. The advance notice requirements can vary from
15 to 120 days with a few states not requiring advance notice but
still require post-closing requirements. The appropriate regulatory
agencies should approve the change of control before the transaction is consummated. Because not all states will approve the
change of control at the same time, the licensee and proposed
acquiring entity should be cognizant that the consummation date
may need to be delayed or postponed until all approvals have
been granted.
The notification includes not only an advance change notice filed
in NMLS, but information and documentation submitted in support of the change of control application along with any required
fees. The application for a change of control will generally include
a summary of the proposed transaction outlining the parties and
transaction terms, proposed business plan changes, address or
name changes, changes in authorized delegates, new officers or
directors, pre and post transaction financial condition of the licensee and financial condition of the acquiring parties.

CHANGE OF CONTROL STEPS:

▶ Prenotification as a courtesy
▶ Advance Change Notice
▶ Document Collection:
›
›
›
›
›
›
›

Update Advance Change Notice
Transaction Summary, Pre- and Post-Organization/
Management Charts, Sales Purchase Agreement (SLA)–
once the SLA is signed
Identify New Officers, Directors, and Owners to be
disclosed in NMLS. Initiate collection of biographical and
financial information.
Update Business Plan, Flow of Funds
Create Financial Projection for the organization postChange of Control
Create Financial Statements post-closing to address
state requirements as well as interim financial statements
as requested by states
Notify the bond company, provide additional information,
if required

▶ Submission of the Documents
›
›

Address State by State requirements in the NMLS
Amendment Checklists or other state documents
Update bonds, as needed

▶ Track deficiencies and respond promptly to state requests
›

Track approvals and “no objection” notifications through
NMLS and directly from the states

▶ Post-closing notifications per state requirements, FinCEN,
Secretary of State, and as a courtesy

Some states may determine that the change warrants a new application or a partial application with updated information. The
same standards for a new license approval generally apply. This
includes, financial condition of the acquiring entity, background
checks for new controlling individuals, new executive officers, and
directors. In some states, a new Money Transmission License Application may be required. When reviewing the proposed change
of control the regulators will consider, among other things, if the
proposed person(s) in control has the competence, character, experience and general fitness to operate the licensee.
The acceleration in IPOs, mergers, and acquisitions, and investment will continue in 2022 and beyond in the money services industry. Keeping ahead of compliance changes and requirements.
Chartwell Compliance is available to assist you in keeping up with
regulatory compliance in all changes of control from initial investment rounds through mergers and acquisitions and IPOs.

TRISH LAGODZINSKI, SENIOR COMPLIANCE DIRECTOR AT CHARTWELL COMPLIANCE, has more than 30 years of experience in regulatory compliance
and state and federal government contracting and is one of the country’s top experts in money transmitter licenses and expertly leads dozens of market
entry projects for high profile fintech companies. Prior to joining Chartwell, Trish assisted with regulatory matters at Microfinance International Corporation
(MFIC), an international payments and micro-financing business and served as a liaison to federal agencies, a project manager, and a business development
specialist at Aspen Systems and then at Lockheed Martin. She represented the General Services Administration at national meetings and managed
projects for the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the National Institutes of Health (NIH). For 8(a) contracting companies, Trish analyzed
intelligence data from criminal justice-related agencies for the Department of Justice Drug Enforcement Administration’s Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs
Information System (NADDIS). For more information, please email Trish at
plagodzinski@chartwellcompliance.com.
XAZEL GARCIA, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR AT CHARTWELL COMPLIANCE, has over 20 years of combined regulatory and financial institutions experience in
the areas of money services business (“MSB”), banks and trust companies. Prior to joining Chartwell, Xazel spent 10 years working in the Corporate
Activities Division of the Texas Department of Banking (“DOB”). During her tenure with the DOB, Xazel worked in a number of areas of licensing including
reviewing applications and notice filings for multiple institutions regulated by the state, including money services businesses, banks and trusts. In her
position, Xazel also served as the officially designated point-of-contact for the MSB Multistate Licensing Agreement (MMLA) and was the Nationwide
Multistate Licensing System (“NMLS”) Administrator for the Texas DOB. For more information, please email Xazel at
xgarcia@chartwellcompliance.com.
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to apply for the required, proper permits and business licenses
required by the state.
REASON 3: A business bank account
Using your DBA registration will allow you to open a business bank
account. Once you have a business bank account, you can accept
money and payments under the DBA. Doing so will separate business income and expenses from personal transactions.
REASON 4: Your business is a franchise
Franchisees are often formed as a corporation or LLC but file a DBA
under the well-known franchise name.
REASON 5: Multiple business operations under one legal entity
Rather than creating separate business registrations (LLC’s or corporations), an entity can use DBA’s. John’s Professional Construction Services, LLC wants to offer design, construction, drywall, and
painting. A separate DBA under the legal entity name will allow each
individual business to operating separately. “John’s Custom Designs”,
“John’s Construction”, and “John’s Drywall & Painting”.

What is a DBA?

Any type of business may need or be required to obtain a DBA. If a
business plans to operate under a name other than its legal entity
name, it must apply for and register a DBA.

By Andrea Thomas
There are a lot of steps to take when beginning as a startup. You’ve
most likely nailed down what service or product your business will
offer, if your services or products will be offered solely online or if will
you need a brick-and-mortar, but how do you know if you will need
a DBA? Let’s break it down…
DBA stands for “Doing Business As” and depending on the state
in which your business will operate, can also be known as, Trade
Name, Fictitious or Assumed name. There are many reasons or circumstances that an entity may choose to use a DBA or be required
to do so.
REASON 1: Your legal entity name does not match your website
domain
Often, the legal entity name is not what is used for the website.
Perhaps the legal name isn’t catchy or is too long. For instance,
when applying for a money transmission license, state regulators may require that the applicant obtain a DBA matching the
website domain.
REASON 2: Sole Proprietors
You want to start a business, but you don’t want to conduct business under your personal name. You would apply for a DBA; John
Doe DBA “John’s Painting and Construction”. Doing so is a relatively easy way to register your business and not tie your personal
legal name to the company. Keep in mind, you will also need

“DBA stands for ‘Doing
Business As’ and ... can also
be known as, Trade Name,
Fictitious or Assumed
name.”
HOW DO I REGISTER OR APPLY FOR A DBA?
To start, you should ensure that the DBA is available in your state.
Typically, a simple search on the states Secretary of State website
will do the trick. Some states allow a name reservation; therefore, the
name is no longer available if reserved or registered by another entity. Once you have confirmed that the DBA name you have selected
is available, you can begin the process of applying for and registering
your name either online or via a paper filing and paying the required
fees. Note – some states require additional steps be taken for the
process to be complete. Once granted, some states require ongoing
maintenance of the registration. Therefore, it is important to understand state DBA requirements. Chartwell Compliance offers expert
DBA application and maintenance services. Call us if you need more
information about DBA’s..

ANDREA THOMAS, COMPLIANCE PROFESSIONAL AT CHARTWELL COMPLIANCE, brings experience in regulatory licensing and compliance, beginning
her career in the prepaid debit card industry over six years ago. Prior to joining Chartwell, Andrea served as a regulatory licensing specialist for Netspend
Corporation, where she maintained money transmitter licenses in 50 jurisdictions. Her responsibilities included maintaining authorized delegate location
reporting, monthly, quarterly, semi-annual and annual reporting to the states as well as coordinating both the internal and external aspects of state
regulatory examinations. For more information, please email Andrea at
athomas@chartwellcompliance.com.
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If You Got Skills,
You Got Game
Daily Fantasy Sports 101
By Susan Phetmisy-Liwag
Whatever you do please don’t get things twisted, know the difference between Daily Fantasy Sports (“DFS”) and sports related
gambling. And whatever you say, refrain from using terminologies like “betting”, “wagering” or “gambling” when referring to
DFS activity.
The history of fantasy sports is interesting on its own and can
vary depending on who you ask. Although fantasy sports have
been around since the 1960s, if you ask a baseball fantasy sports
fan you will be told a different history compared to that of the
history that’s told by a football fantasy sports fan. According to
football fantasy sports fans, in 1962 Wilfred “Bill” Winkenback
and a few others from the Oakland Raiders Organization drew
out the basic rules for what has now developed into fantasy
football. Then the next year, the first ever draft for a fantasy football league was made 1.
According to baseball fantasy sports fans, during the same
time period, a young research associate at Harvard, Professor
Bill Gamson indulged his enthusiasm for baseball and his attachment to the games by creating what he called the National
Baseball Seminar, a simulated game in which each person in
his group (originally three) had a budget to draft major leaguers
for a team. The players were measured throughout the season
based on their performance as the statistics reflected productivity and was a good source for lookback analysis. When he
moved to the University of Michigan in 1962, he recruited about
25 people to his game, including history professor, Robert Sklar.
In 1968, Professor Sklar mentioned it to Daniel Okrent, a student
he was advising. Then in 1980, Okrent invented the more complex Rotisserie League Baseball, which lets its “owners” make
in-season trades, which is considered the closest ancestor to
today’s billion-dollar fantasy sports industry 2.
Up to this point, while people had been playing season-long
fantasy sports for over a decade, the term DFS was still a relatively new form of gaming. Rather than picking a team over the
course of a season, now players could select a team for a shorter-term period such as a day or week and win prizes on their

performance. Fast forward two decades later and with the arrival
of the internet, fantasy sports overall became more and more
of a mainstream hobby, and in 2003 roughly 15 million people
played fantasy sports, spending about $150 per year on average
3
. According to the Fantasy Sports and Gaming Association 4,
in 1988 there were an estimated 500,000 fantasy sports players in the U.S. and Canada which increased to over 59 million
in 2017 (latest year figures publicly available) and that number
is projected to accelerate rapidly in the near future due to new
technology, user-friendly fantasy gaming applications, and rising internet usage.
Currently, over 80% of states in the U.S. have passed legislation
creating the regulatory framework, licenses, and fee structures for
DFS sites to adhere to. Of these states, 19 require licensing and
registration in order to operate. Though Louisiana has legalized
DFS in approximately 94% of its local parishes, there are still additional regulatory standards that will need to be established before DFS is fully permitted 5. Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, and
Washington are states where DFS is considered gambling and
thus prohibited by state gambling laws.
Now for all you entrepreneurs and new Fintech companies that
want to break into the DFS industry, here are a few things you

“Currently, over 80% of
states in the U.S. have
passed legislation creating
the regulatory framework,
licenses, and fee structures
for Daily Fantasy Sports
sites to adhere to. ”
should know. First and foremost, in order to operate legally, online fantasy sports contests must comply with both federal and
state gambling laws. Although there are other federal and state
gambling laws that will need to be considered, we’ll discuss the
two most relevant federal laws that, when reviewed in conjunction, may be the most important reasons as to why online fantasy
sports is not illegal today.

3

https://draftgym.com/fantasy-sports-history-part-1

1

https://fantasy-sport.net/history-of-fantasy-sports/

4

https://thefsga.org/industry-demographics/

2

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/04/06/us/bill-gamson-dead.html

5

https://www.legalsportsbetting.com/states-with-daily-fantasy-sports/
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The first is the Interstate Wire Act of 1961 (“Wire Act”), which prohibits individuals and entities from making bets or wagers over the
phone. The Wire Act subsequently was found to apply to internet
communications as well. By general definition, the term “bet or
wager” means the staking or risking by any person of something of
value upon the outcome of a contest of others, a sporting event, or
a game subject to chance, upon an agreement or understanding
that the person or another person will receive something of value
in the event of a certain outcome 6.
The second is the Unlawful Internet Gaming Enforcement Act
(“UIGEA”) of 2006. UIGEA prohibits any person “engaged in the
business of betting or wagering” from knowingly accepting payments “in connection with the participation of another person in
unlawful internet gambling”. This regulation made online gambling
illegal, prevented financial institutions in the U.S. from processing
transactions related to online gambling, and could have caused
fantasy sports to become an illegal activity in the U.S.
For these reasons, fantasy sports had to be reviewed under the
UIGEA as it was not clear if it fell into the scope of the law. After review, it was determined that under this law, the government made
a limited exception for certain fantasy sports activities as it is a distinctly skill-based game and not a game of chance. This distinction
and the exception added to the UIGEA which federally legalized
online fantasy sports.
For a fantasy sports game to be exempt from the UIGEA prohibitions against engaging in the business of betting or wagering, the
following conditions must be met:

▶ All prizes and awards offered to winning participants are

established and made known to the participants in advance
of the game or contest and their value is not determined by
the number of participants or the amount of any fees paid by
those participants.

▶ All winning outcomes reflect the relative knowledge and

skill of the participants and are determined predominantly
by accumulated statistical results of the performance of
individuals (athletes in the case of sports events) in multiple
real-world sporting or other events.

▶ No winning outcome is based:
›

›

on the score, point-spread, or any performance or
performances of any single real-world team or any
combination of such teams; or
solely on any single performance of an individual athlete
in any single real-world sporting or other event 7.

6 https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/31/5362
7

https://velawoodlaw.com/texas-dfs-bill-h-b-393/

In summary, games that meet all of these conditions will be exempt from enforcement. Additionally, due to the fact that all winning outcomes is dependent on the relative knowledge and skill
of the participants and are determined predominantly by accumulated statistical results establishes that fantasy sports game is a
game of skill rather than a game of chance, thus exempting them
from this law.
Ok, stay with me entrepreneurs and new Fintech companies, we’re
almost to the finish line. In addition to complying with federal and
state laws, DFS platform operators will need to consider a few
more things before operations can commence:

▶ Obtain a written legal opinion stating that the services

offered is pertaining to DFS activity rather than sports related
gambling. This is a multi-page document that sets out the
relevant laws, describes the gameplay, and provides a stateby-state analysis as to how the law in each state applies to
that particular game 8.

▶ Apply for licensing and registration in applicable states of
operations as required.

▶ Secure a payment processor.
▶ Acquire a banking partner.
▶ Develop an operating platform ensuring to include
compliance related and geo-fencing technology.

As detailed above, the DFS industry can be very intimidating for
entrepreneurs and new Fintech companies wanting to get into
this entertainment sphere. As DFS is very different than sports related gambling and is applicable to different sets of regulations
of which can be challenging, time consuming, and full of neverending questions. However, at Chartwell Compliance, we have the
answers for you! Our team of truly experienced compliance professionals will be able to assist with the licensing and registration,
establish policies and procedures, train staff on the onboarding
process for platform users and any other compliance related tasks.
In addition to assisting with the day-to-day activities, we also have
access to a vast network of business partner resources. Lastly,
our Global Outsourced Compliance team can provide continued
transaction and compliance monitoring once the platform goes
live. We will be with you every step of the way to help make the
process as seamless as possible.
Now aside from the legality of it all, it’s a whole lot easier if you
are merely a participant in the game. Do your research, draft your
team, and put your skills to the test. Good luck, y’all.

8

https://velawoodlaw.com/five-things-to-consider-before-starting-your-dfs-company/

SUSAN PHETMISY-LIWAG, COMPLIANCE PROFESSIONAL AT CHARTWELL COMPLIANCE, has over 20 years of experience in providing operational
support to business banking, credit underwriting, risk management, and regulatory compliance divisions within the finance and energy sectors. Prior to
joining Chartwell, Susan worked for financial institutions of all sizes, including Wells Fargo Bank, JP Morgan Chase and East West Bank where she
gained extensive experience in conducting financial crime investigations with in-depth knowledge of Know Your Customer, Counterparty Due Diligence,
Anti-Money Laundering, Bank Secrecy Act, Anti-Bribery & Corruption, quantitative and qualitative financial analysis, and providing audit support. She is
adept at identifying deficiencies and creating courses of action, performing specialized complex due diligence reviews, as well as developing and
managing projects. For more information, please email Susan at
sliwag@chartwellcompliance.com.
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Hey, You
Wanna Bet?
By Patricia Lewis
How many times have you looked at a friend and said, “I bet you…”
Sometimes it’s how fast they can run to the end of the block and
sometimes it is who will win the NFL game on Sunday. And all too
often the loser magically “forgot to bring his wallet.” If you are tired
of this and want to participate in betting where you can create the
odds and can ensure that the “other guy” has the funds, try using
a Peer-to-Peer (“P2P”) betting exchange.
Prior to 2022, P2P betting in the United States has only existed
amongst friends at the local pub, at work, retirement home, and
other community group settings. Starting in Fall 2022, two companies plan to launch betting exchanges where users can bet
against one another.

▶
▶

Prophet Exchange will launch a P2P betting exchange in New
Jersey “where users can set prices for others to bet on, or
place bets on the prices already available” 1.
Sporttrade is based in Philadelphia and will be offering
sports betting options built like a financial exchange, allowing
customers to trade on sports outcomes by buying and selling
contracts, just like trading stocks2. Sporttrade will operate like
the stock exchange, but instead of stocks, the company lists
sporting events. This allows users to bet on sports in the same
way they trade stocks in the financial market and Sporttrade
can then offer better pricing and odds because they not have
the same fee structure as a traditional sportsbook operator
(choosing to only charge a small commission on winning bets).

LOWER FEES: A traditional sportsbook operator has many aspects
that need funding (such as oddsmaking teams) and are focused
on paying those expenses and also making a profit; therefore, a
margin (also known as a “vig” and sometimes as high as 10%) is
included in every bet placed. P2P betting exchanges have less
“overhead” and do not need to charge large vigs to customers. As
such, only a small fee is charged on bets to allow the exchange
to stay in business, making it cheaper and easier for customers to
engage in sports betting.
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE: Using a P2P exchange is simpler and
clearer in regards to understanding the rules, and often the odds
are explained in simple percentages, not typical American odds.
Traditional sportsbook operators offer only one-sided bets created
by them. On a P2P betting exchange, you (the user) determine a
bet and offer it to other users for betting on the opposite outcome.
For example, if you want to bet that the Patriots will win the Super
Bowl for $50, then another user can bet $50 that the Patriots will
lose, making each bet very easy to understand and execute.
NO ACCOUNT RESTRICTIONS: Often professional sports bettors
find themselves, at one time or another, limited on traditional sportsbook websites due to earning too much in winnings. This doesn’t
occur on P2P exchanges, as how much you win doesn’t affect the
exchange’s financial success (earned through stagnant fees).

THERE ARE, HOWEVER, DISADVANTAGES TO P2P EXCHANGES.
THESE INCLUDE:
YOU AREN’T ALWAYS ABLE TO GET YOUR BET MATCHED: If you
are betting on a major sporting event or in a very popular sport,
you are likely to find someone to snatch up your opposing bet.
However, if you like to bet on less mainstream sports or smaller
events, you may find it hard to find a bettor willing to engage in
your bet.

Advantages to a P2P betting exchange include:

LACK OF BONUSES: Most bettors enjoy sportsbook bonuses,
such as free bets and matched deposit offers. You don’t get too
many of these on an exchange because of the P2P betting system. Betting exchanges don’t offer the same free-money or freebet promotions that traditional sportsbooks do.

1 Prophet Exchange. (2022). Retrieved February 3, 2022,
from https://prophetbettingexchange.com/

HOW ARE P2P BETTING EXCHANGES DIFFERENT FROM
TRADITIONAL SPORTSBOOKS OPERATORS?

WHY IS THE IDEA OF A P2P BETTING EXCHANGE SO POPULAR?

2 Sports betting, meet stock trading. (2022). Retrieved February 8, 2022, from https://getsporttrade.com
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certain outcomes. On a P2P betting exchange, the user goes
head-to-head with another user, not the bookmaker and can
offer any outcome they wish on a sporting event. For instance,
let’s imagine a traditional sportsbook operator offers a bet for
the Packers to beat the Chiefs at +100, indicating that a $100 bet
would return a 100% profit (returning to the user $200, including
their original bet). However, the user thinks that the odds should
be better, at say +120, so they use a betting exchange to offer a bet
at that rate (aka 120%) and another user can accept the opposite
bet (that the Chiefs will win). Then if the Packers win, the initiating
user (the winner) would receive $220 (including their original bet
of $100).
Allowing users to conduct what is called a “lay bet” is one of the
biggest differences between the P2P betting exchanges and traditional sportsbooks operators. A lay bet refers to a specific bet
that the team will lose rather than win. Bets on traditional sportsbook operators only relate to instance where a team or player will
win. Bets placed on a betting exchange involves two bets made
by different bettors – one bet backing the selection to win, and
a second bet backing the same selection to lose. However, in
order for the bet to be valid, someone has to select the opposite
offer, which (as detailed below) can prove difficult in certain states
where there just isn’t a large enough pool of users or money.
However, this ability to both back and lay an outcome is part of
the appeal of a betting exchange – providing users the flexibility
to either act as a bettor or bookie.

WHY HAS IT TAKEN THIS LONG FOR COMPANIES TO START
OPERATING P2P BETTING EXCHANGES?
The Federal Wire Act of 1961 prevents the transmission of funds
across state lines for gambling. In early 2021, the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the First Circuit upheld a previous ruling by a lower
court that found the regulation also applies to gambling related
to sporting events.3 As such, users on betting exchanges can only
engage with other users in the same state. This creates liquidity issues for betting exchanges, as the pool of users and money
is often too small and there isn’t enough money to keep the exchange in operation. This problem is often seen as the biggest
hurdle to running an effective exchange in any state.
Additionally, traditional sportsbook operators don’t view betting
exchanges favorably, as they take away customers from their
3 Lexology. (2021, January 27). Wire Act Ruling a Win for iGaming and Lotteries, Status
Quo for Sports Betting—for Now. Retrieved February 3, 2022, from https://www.
lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=f838e758-6ee2-4363-946b-323bcd13079ba

business. Companies and casinos that back traditional sportsbook
operators have a lot more money than smaller betting exchanges
and bring in a large amount of taxes for states. This provides them
with a powerful lobbying voice within state governments.

IS A P2P BETTING EXCHANGE FOR YOU?
A P2P betting exchange has many advantages over a traditional
sportsbook operation – the freedom to bet as you like, better
odds, and less account restrictions. Plus, you can bet against an-

“A P2P betting exchange has
many advantages over a
traditional sportsbook operation
– the freedom to bet as you like,
better odds, and less account
restrictions.”
other person and not a business that is going to charge an exorbitant fee to conduct the bet. So next time your neighbor Bob says
he’ll bet you that the Dallas Cowboys are going to win the Super
Bowl, tell him to put his money where is mouth is….and download
Prophet Exchange (or any others coming in the future – this is the
new face of sports betting).

THINKING OF STARTING YOUR OWN P2P BETTING
EXCHANGE?
Let Chartwell Compliance guide you in the right direction! We
have worked with over 500 firms worldwide providing services related to Know-Your-Customer compliance, transaction monitoring, state registrations and licensing, and policies and procedures
creation (among others). Chartwell Compliance has multiple individuals on their staff with experience working with other gaming
entities in the Daily Fantasy Sports, Casino, and Sportsbetting industries. We can assist you in getting your P2P betting exchange
off the ground and, once up and running, keep you in compliance
with laws and regulations. Let’s go together on a journey into the
new direction of sportsbetting!

PATRICIA LEWIS, COMPLIANCE PROFESSIONAL AT CHARTWELL COMPLIANCE, as over 10 years of investigative and data analysis experience
related to financial crimes. Prior to joining Chartwell, Patricia spent eight years working in the gaming industry in BSA/AML and auditing roles, as
well as four years working with consultants AML RightSource LLC, where she focused on data analysis for cryptocurrency platforms, money
service businesses, fintech companies, and financial institutions. In addition, she also performed due diligence on high risk client customers in
these industries. Patricia holds an Associates Degree in Accounting and a Bachelors Degree in Criminal Justice, with a concentration in Economic
Crime Investigation. For more information, please email Patricia at
plewis@chartwellcompliance.com.
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Project (SWOP) aimed at supporting sex workers and decriminalizing
commercial sex, and specific requirements for sex offenders and sex
workers that differ at the county level.
Separate and apart from Commercial Sex laws are Federally imposed Human Trafficking laws such as the Prosecutorial Remedies
and Other Tools to end the Exploitation of Children Today Act (PROTECT) and Victims of Trafficking and Violence Protection Act (TVPA)
which aim to prevent human trafficking and provide remedies to victims of sexual exploitation.
For an industry this massive and interconnected to other crimes,
one would “think” following breadcrumb trails in the flow of funds is
enough to save victims and capture the bad guys. However, this is not
the case because the interpretation of “victim intent” and “bad guy(s)”
and best practices for handling victims are subjective in the eyes of
law enforcement, humanitarians, and financial institutions.

Human Trafficking:
Aporia and the
Blurring Lines of
Victim Intent
By R.A. Matthews
When FinCEN released its list of Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorist Financing priorities in June 2021, on the list was human
trafficking and human smuggling; two sneaky sources of revenue for
criminals and criminal networks with a nexus to all the priorities FinCEN provided, especially Fraud and Transnational criminal organization activity. Every year, Human Trafficking nets approximately $150
billion dollars in revenue, with roughly 66% of profits derived from
commercial sex exploitation.
Commercial Sex is illegal in majority of the United States and is regulated by state laws and not federal laws where US Congress interjects
under the Mann Act when there exist Commerce Clause such as in
the cases of Ghislaine Maxwell, Tony Alamo, and Robert Kelly.
Political sentiments for how to treat Commercial Sex related crimes
have progressed and drastically changed since 1910 when the
Mann Act was first introduced. Today, those sentiments vary across
the United States, with some New York officials introducing bills to
legalize prostitution in 2020, and on the other hand, on June 16,
2021, Texas governor Greg Abbott signed a law that makes paying
for sex in the state of Texas a felony punishable up to two years in
prison for the first-time offense.
There are also states such as Nevada and California with less restrictive controls, and outreach programs such as Sex Workers Outreach

I would dare say humanitarians and law enforcement are diametrically
opposed in their approach to defining victims and handling of each
victims’ circumstances under said laws, while financial institutions are
left to juggle between the two extreme views when creating internal
policies and determining if customer profile behavior and transaction
activity are indicative of victim risk or not. For example, a former victim
could turn Independent Escort to maintain profits, or a victim could turn
trafficker after a sting operation leads to the arrest of original traffickers.
There is also the possibility that female victim-turned-traffickers could
become victims again through exploitation. Lines can become even
blurrier at the court level. But let’s be clear, FinCEN has provided guidance on how Financial Institutions should approach suspected Human
Trafficking and Commercial Sex related crimes in previous advisories
such as FIN-2020-A008 and more recently, FIN-2021-NTC3, although
this does not solve the issues Financial Institutions face in determining
their customer profiles and creating robust policies.
When creating Human Trafficking and Commercial Sex related policy,
Financial Industries will be faced with the trilemma of determining if
customer profile behavior and transaction activity is indicative of Independent Commercial Sex, Trafficking, or Victim risk, each with separate SAR Filing instructions and best practices for handling of the customer’s account. Further, Financial Institutions must decide whether
to close victim accounts to prevent reputational risk or leave accounts
open to assist law enforcement and prevent potential victims from
being harmed by their traffickers who oftentimes control the victim’s
account. Investigators will also find that ascertaining customer profiles as Victim, Trafficker, or Escort is challenging since transaction activity for Independent Escorts and Victims are similar in nature. This is
where lines first start to blur, and as an analyst or investigator, there is
a sense of responsibility for handling a potential victim case with care
while navigating aporia since each case is unique.
Team members at Chartwell Compliance have tackled this issue by
establishing a Human Trafficking Committee that includes the BSA
Officer who collectively vote on each Human Trafficking related alert/
cases. For each Human Trafficking related case, a risk matrix is used
to capture committee votes and determine the likelihood of customer profiles being either Victim, Trafficker, or Independent Escort
through analysis of common red flags and alerting activity. Since the
advent of setting up these controls, Victims, Traffickers, Independent
Escorts, and even missing persons have been identified and no case
review has ever been the same.

RASHAD (R.A.) MATTHEWS, BANKING COMPLIANCE ASSISTANT DIRECTOR AT CHARTWELL COMPLIANCE, brings more than 12 years of
experience in banking compliance, loan services, risk management, non-U.S. regulatory controls, QA/QC, transaction monitoring and investigative
research. R.A has authored and enhanced complex risk assessments, served on advisory boards for Financial Crimes Prevention teams, managed
teams of investigators and monitoring analysts, as well as assisted with tuning rules, implementing case management and KYC systems, and
finally testing key controls of Business Units. For more information, please email R.A. at
rmatthews@chartwellcompliance.com.
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how many employees I put down on my PPP application”).
Likewise, if a customer was spoken to by a bank employee
and told that their account is being watched for fraud and
that there is unusual activity that is concerning and the
activity continued, now they “had knowledge”. Document
who spoke with the customer, the take and time and a
summary of the call - or retain a recording of the call if
legally permissible to do so - and then reference this in
the SAR.

SAR Completion
Dos and Dont’s
By Jennifer Cliber Smith
During the recent American Bankers Association/American Bar
Association 2022 AML/BSA Conference law enforcement, regulators, legal counsel, and industry experts provided the following
guidance regarding Suspicious Activity Filing:

▶
▶

▶

▶
▶

There are SAR Working Groups in every field office that are
identifying threat patterns to see the broader picture of
criminal networks
Contact the local FBI field office in addition to filing a SAR
for immediate feedback and to forewarn regarding the
SAR being filed; partner with law enforcement; Develop a
relationship with Elder Justice Coordinators, with the U.S.
Attorney’s office, with all law enforcement.
What is most helpful in a SAR from the FBI’s viewpoint:
the explanation in the narrative of why the SAR is being
filed; what flagged the transaction(s) as suspicious is
highly regarded since the financial institution is handling
transactions every day - what made this stand out to the
banker is something they look for. This was stated over
and over. State in the first paragraph of the narrative why
the SAR is filed, what is going on, why is this unusual.
Remember that the reviewer is likely looking at many
SARs at a time. Then get into what is the behavior that is
occurring - names, who is involved, what roles, is it one
transaction or several, are there possibly multiple victims
Don’t get too lengthy in transactional minutia.
Reference all documented interaction (recorded
conversations, emails, written documentation of
conversations, etc.) with the suspects or any related
interactions in the SAR narrative so it is known that
these exist and can be subpoenaed. These additional
touchpoints help to authenticate the applicant/customer
when they aren’t in person and they can make a critical
different in “proving knowledge” that the fraudster knew
they were providing false information (i.e. “I don’t know
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▶

The DOJ can intervene to freeze funds. Get them involved,
get legal counsel involved when placing holds and freezing
funds due to suspicion. This helps to protect the institution.
And, when funds are held/frozen, this triggers the fraudster
to communicate or take action that can “prove knowledge”
so have law enforcement involved and ready.

“Don’t use banker
acronyms and jargon in
SARs. Law Enforcement
doesn’t understand them
and a SAR can be set
aside just because it is not
understood.”
▶
▶
▶
▶

Look for disruption opportunities like money mules,
romance scams. This may mean looking beyond the
normal unusual or suspicious transaction.
Consider the operational perspective regarding the report
and alert and SAR filing process. Are all reports generated
really used? Are thresholds for data points set correctly?
Enhanced Due Diligence is time consuming if using snail
mail to obtain responses from customers, justification for
activity, license to cash checks, etc. Consider using an
embedded portal to engage with customers.
Don’t use banker acronyms and jargon in SARs. Law
Enforcement doesn’t understand them and a SAR can be
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set aside just because it is not
understood.

▶

Remain focused on what we do
- we save lives, we stop illegal
activity. SARs are read.

ELDER ABUSE:

▶

▶
▶

Elder abuse may be seen in
low $ transaction trends across
accounts of many different elders
and not just large transactions for
one. (Fraudulent lotter notification
debited $30 at a time adding up to
$12 billion)
Law Enforcement is starting to
see the elderly getting involved in
cryptocurrency schemes.
Revictimization is being seen
frequently. After the victim’s $
is stolen, their ID and financial
information is sold and they are
revictimized.

HUMAN TRAFFICKING:

▶
▶
▶

▶

FinCEN publications with these instructions use “Key Terms” to refer to different
requirements for different fields. And, https://www.fincen.gov/suspiciousactivity-report-sar-advisory-key-terms has not been updated since July 7, 2020.
How critical is this? To ensure compliance with all of FinCEN;s instructions,
manual reference and research is required. The U.S. Secret Service liaison to
FinCEN stated during a webinar on February 15, 2022 that they had never heard
of FinCEN’s Advisory and Notice “Key Terms” until recently. They have now
incorporated those into the words they search for when reviewing SARs. His list
of their “other” Key Terms includes”

Account Takeover

Deep Web

Indicted/Indictment

Arrest/Arrested

Decentralized Virtual
Currency

Loan Fraud

Black Market

Drugs

Los Angeles

Bitcoin

Embezzlement

Fashion District

Business Email
Compromise

Excessive

Offshore Account

Check Fraud

Forgery

Prepaid Card

Coinbase

Funneling

Romance Scam

Collusion

Funneling Account

Scam

Counterfeit

Gambling

Shell Company

Cryptocurrency

Gift Card

Smuggling

Dark Net

Grow House

Synthetic ID Theft

Dark Web

Illicit

Trafficking

Use the 314b process
Make sure red flags and alerts
are shared within an organization
immediately
Red Flags: Charges for online
escort services, outbound
remittances to high risk areas,
ATM cash withdrawals and
deposits at odd times, Airbnb or
Uber charges that are unusual
and at odd times and in high risk
areas, lodging/transportation
expenses that don’t make sense
for the type of company, behavior
of in-person check cashers and
those with them and what they do
immediately when they leave an
can be observed
Increase in these red flags around
a large event (Superbowl)

▶

The future of SARs:
›

›

Automated and streamlined
SAR filing when it is related to
a certain activity or repeated
activity; follow-up SARs may be
eliminated and there will be a
way to simply indicate that the
suspicion continues
The U.S. must get more efficient.
One example is the confusing
instructions regarding “Key
Terms” that are to be listed
in certain SAR fields. The
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Include any and all of these Key Terms as applicable ... but be poised for change.

JENNIFER CLIBER SMITH, SENIOR ADVISOR AT CHARTWELL COMPLIANCE, brings over
25 years of experience consulting with various types of financial institutions in the areas of
training, auditing, software setup and testing, writing policies and procedures, and providing
a newsletter on varied aspects of complying with federal financial institution and Money
Service Business regulations. Prior to consulting, Jennifer worked in community banks, one
of which was a de novo bank where she was responsible for BSA, AML, and OFAC
compliance. She brings working knowledge of the lending, deposit, and other areas of
banking. Jennifer is a Certified Regulatory Compliance Manager, achieving the top score on
the exam. For more information, please email
rdavis@chartwellcompliance.com.
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Banking 2022 Outlook:

Banks Embrace Innovation
via AI, Digital Banking
Questions with Jason Chorlin
Jason Chorlins, CPA, CFE, CAMS, CITP Principal, speaks frequently on
BSA/AML and fraud matters across the country, and sits on the ACAMS
Education Task Force and board of directors of the Southeast Center
for Financial Training (CFT). He is a former professor at the University of
Missouri-Columbia’s accountancy program and past president of the
board of trustees of the FICPA Educational Foundation. He has been recognized as one of the top professionals under the age of 40 by The South
Florida Business Journal, and as one of the Top 26 CPAs under the age of
36 by the Florida Institute of CPAs.
He is a Certified Public Accountant (CPA) in Florida and Missouri, Certified Fraud Examiner (CFE), Certified Anti-Money Laundering Specialist
(CAMS) and Certified Information Technology Professional (CITP).

JC: Yes, we see banks and financial institutions focusing on investing in technology
and innovation in 2022. With the assistance of innovation, banks are rethinking
back-office processes while consumers
are increasingly focused on experiences
that are driven by their digital devices. The
majority of banks and financial institutions
are still supporting processes that rely on
human beings, paper and severely outdated back-office processes that inhibit the
deployment of fast, simple solutions that
enhance banking customers’ experiences
while making it a more seamless process

run value-added tasks, such as deal
origination, know your customer (KYC)
validation, basic data collection and distribution of data throughout the organization, etc. RPA provides the benefits of
cost reduction, increased efficiency, enhanced accuracy, improved customer
experiences, and seamless flexibility.
Similar to the movement toward cloud
computing, automation will continue to
gain momentum because of the growing
number of external providers who have
leveraged prior experience to provide
scalable solutions at a reasonable cost.
Process automation tools such as RPA
and digital process automation (DPA) will
continue to enjoy significant growth in
2022 as banks start realizing the benefits
beyond improved efficiency.

We’ve seen a bigger push by banks
leveraging automation to increase efficiency and improve experiences. By
leveraging data and analytics, and automating repetitive processes through robotic process automation (RPA), financial
institutions can have much smaller units

One of the reasons for the challenges
in deploying game-changing technologies is the difficulty in identifying, recruiting and developing a more modernized
workforce. There is a significant void of
capable talent in the industry that can
help implement and maintain these

Do you see banks doubling down
on innovation and game-changing
technologies? What would hinder banks
from pursuing this?
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innovative technologies, which we see
as the biggest challenge for banks taking the innovation plunge. Additionally,
top talent is being lured away to FinTechs
that provide opportunities to work on the
cutting edge of the financial industry.
What are some predictions for banks
in 2022?
JC: We see banks continuing to adapt
to the change in the financial services
industry, specifically the push to digital
banking. The rise of digital banking offers improved customer experience and
helps financial institutions deliver faster
and more efficient service. More and
more consumers are moving to online
banking and will continue into 202
Additionally, the trend of mergers and
acquisitions for the banking industry will
continue into 2022 as banks are trying to
expand geographic footprints and build
critical mass. Traditional banks are finding new partners to merge with. We’re
seeing smaller banks and FinTechs planning mergers to leverage technology
and the banking infrastructure. The logic
behind both deals is compelling: Each
offers new ways to bring in new banking
customers and drive profits in the times
of lower interest rates by leveraging the
technology of FinTechs.
What are some trends from this year
that will remain into 2022? And how can
banks adapt to these trends?
JC: Due to the changing consumer habits
accelerated by the COVID-19 pandemic
and other trends, bank branch closures
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are on the rise. The rise of digital banking offers improved customer experience
and delivers faster and more efficient
services. More and more consumers
are moving to online banking and will
continue into 2022. Digital banking is not
just about going paperless and cashless,
the underlying technologies have contributed to the shift from a centralized
traditional banking model to a more distributed, technology- driven one. More
than ever, banks realize that a seamless
digital customer experience can’t be delivered without a digital-first back-office.
This includes more efficient new account
opening, customer onboarding and digital loan application management for creating a truly digital experience.
Neobanks are disrupting the traditional
banking system by leveraging technology and artificial intelligence (AI) to offer
a range of personalized services to customers without them having to step foot
in a branch. The term “neobank” started
gaining prominence globally back in 2017
as they emerged as a new challenger to
the traditional banks in terms of customer engagement, connectivity, reach, and
user experience. That is why neobanks
are also referred to as “challenger banks,”
and the potential for neobanks is driven
primarily by the rise of a digital world.
Any trends in Fintech, mobile banking
and AI?
JC: Data Analytics and Artificial Intelligence (“AI”) will differentiate winners from
the laggards. Data and analytics are the
fuel that powers the components of the
digital banking revolution. In 2022, it is expected that the combination of data and
AI will be the most important differentiator in the financial services marketplace,
truly separating those who understand
how to best utilize the data and leverage
technological resources such as AI.
Customers expect their bank to know
what they want, understand who they are
and reward them for banking with them.
They want these rewards in real-time
based on their daily activities and changes in their financial profile. Using data and
related analytics while partnering with
third-party solution providers, banks will
be able to replicate the intelligent experiences that customers have become accustomed to such as streaming movies
and music, as well as getting groceries
and other items delivered to their home.
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The way of future banking experiences
will become more universal as conversational AI makes customer’s banking interactions more proactive and human-like,
such as chat-bots or virtual assistants.
Beyond the basic tasks of checking balances and transferring money, this interactive technology will be able to com-

“Neobanks
are disrupting
the traditional
banking system
by leveraging
technology
and artificial
intelligence (AI)
to offer a range
of personalized
services to
customers
without them
having to step
foot in a branch.”

plete more involved tasks like a financial
advice and make recommendations on
products based on banking behaviors.
What is the future of traditional
banking? What are some major risks
and challenges?

banking experiences outside of traditional banking. The banking industry will
also take the lead from FinTechs in leveraging data to deploy automation and AI
to help provide an overall better banking
experience for customers. The banking
experience will be enhanced with more
automated and streamlined front- and
back-office operations, improving the
customer experience.
The innovation movement will pick up
more steam as banks start to see the
return on investment and the technology is more widely adopted, and this will
in turn improve as more employees are
engaged in the automation journey. The
challenges for banks will still be competing for customers, battling new and
emerging technologies and increased
regulatory burdens on financial institutions. These are also the biggest challenges that FinTech organizations are not
currently facing – they are able to recruit
professionals, develop new technologies
and attract new customers without all of
the regulatory pressures.

JASON CHORLINS spearheads forensic
and financial service investigative engagements as the banking practice co-leader
of Kaufman Rossin’s risk advisory services
practice. He advises clients on money laundering, internal corporate investigations,
due diligence and regulatory compliance
matters to help them manage risk.
He oversees anti-money laundering (AML)
and Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) consulting
engagements and assists financial institutions with transaction look-backs, risk assessments, BSA/AML/OFAC independent
testing and customer due diligence reviews. He is an industry leader in assisting
financial institutions to perform data and
model system calibrations and validations
for account and transaction surveillance
systems.
Since joining Kaufman Rossin in 2007,
Jason has advised a wide range of financial institutions from small, privately owned
banks to large, multinational institutions in
the United States, Central America, South
America and the Caribbean.

JC: We will see the continued adoption of
digital banking, leveraging of technology
to create more efficient and interactive
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2022 NMLS Annual
Conference & Training
2022 NMLS Conference & Training on
February 22-25 was Virtual
The NMLS Conference was virtual this year but still allowed users
to connect to the NMLS ecosystem to meet peers, network with
both regulators and industry partners, and hear about the latest
trends and updates from the world of remote supervision. The
event attracted state and federal regulators, licensees and general registrants who came together to exchange invaluable information on NMLS user and regulatory compliance issues that affect
their organizations. Just like an in-person NMLS conference, attendees had the opportunity to choose from concurrent breakout
sessions, listen into roundtable discussions with experts, network
with peers, meet their regulators.

Nonbank Cybersecurity: The Latest Threats and Regulatory
Responses
State regulators and cybersecurity professionals discussed the latest cybersecurity risks and threats facing the financial services industry and what regulators are doing in response.
Electronic Surety Bonds: Updates and Best Practices
Attendees at this session heard from experienced NMLS users and
surety bond experts as they discussed NMLS Electronic Surety
Bonds related topics and best practices.
Financial Services State Legislative Update
After a focus on COVID-19 legislation throughout 2020, state legislatures dealt with an array of financial services-related issues during 2021. A panel of industry experts engaged daily in the state
legislative and compliance arenas shared what’s new and what
might be coming in 2022.
NMLS 2022 Renewals: A Year to Remember and Never Repeat
This session discussed lessons learned from the 2022 Renewal season and preparations for the next cycle.
*Ding* You Are Now Free to Work About the Country

The Conference platform, Hopin, had several networking features
that enabled attendees to meet 1:1 via meeting requests, participate in roundtable discussions, participate in chat in sessions, and
accidental networking (speed networking).

Experienced and innovative industry members and regulators discussed the future of the hybrid work environment and how supervision is adapting.
Consumer Lending: What’s New?

Notable Sessions at the Conference
What’s Up with the CSBS Money Transmitter Model Law?

Over the past few years, new products such as Buy Now Pay Later
and Early Wage Access have grown tremendously popular with
consumers. State regulators, industry providers, and consumer advocates shared their thoughts on consumer lending and the activities in this market.

State regulators and other stakeholders discussed how states are
planning implementation of the Money Transmitter Model Law, its
major provisions, and how the law is a major building block towards
building Networked Supervision..

Meet Your Regulator at the State Agency Expo!

MSB Call Report Additions for Virtual Currency Companies

State Examination System (SES):
The ABCs of Exams and Complaints

Regulators and MSB industry professionals came together in this
session to discuss and interpret the additions to the MSBCR coming
Q1 2023. These additions focused on data collection for companies
dealing with virtual currency.
What’s in it for Industry? NMLS Policy Initiatives to Make Your
Life Easier
Regulators and MSB industry professionals came together in this
session to discuss and interpret the additions to the MSBCR coming Q1 2023. These additions focused on data collection for companies dealing with virtual currency.
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Users were able to regulators through an Expo for a virtual meet and
greet where you could introduce yourself, ask questions, and more.

This 3-part program, will review the
end-to-end process for companies
using SES, including Company and
Role Management in SES, the full end to end exam process, and
Responding to a Complaint.
Tennessee Release Highlights: What’s hot in SES
The latest SES release session, called the Tennessee release, featured several improvements for company users. There was a tutorial
of some exciting new features.
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SES Real Talk Panel
Speakers from several companies with real-life experience being
examined through the system shared what worked, what didn’t, and
how to handle an exam effectively in SES.

applicants and will be able to submit these records through NMLS.

▶

Money Transmitter Kiosk ATM Registration

Applicants are now able to view the license requirements on the
State Agency Licensing page.
Click here for more information.
“Any location, including a limited station or mobile unit, owned and/or
operated by a Money Transmitter Licensee or anyone that engages in
the business of selling or issuing payment instruments to Vermont residents, selling or issuing stored value to Vermont residents, or receiving
money or monetary value from Vermont residents for transmission to a
location within or outside of the United States. Note: Every Kiosk/ATM
needs to have a designated Kiosk/ATM manager which in NMLS terms
is called a Branch Manager. See 8 V.S.A. Chapter 72, General Provisions;
8 V.S.A. Chapter 79, Money Services Act; and 8 V.S.A. 10302 for required
consumer disclosure information at Kiosks.”
Nevada Financial Institutions Division adds Money Transmitter License to NMLS January 1, 2022

NMLS Ombudsman Meeting
The spring NMLS Ombudsman meeting will occur after the NMLS
conference. The NMLS Ombudsman Meeting will be held virtually
on Thursday, April 7, from 2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. ET.
The Ombudsman meeting is an opportunity to raise issues and topics for discussion with state regulators concerning NMLS, the State
Examination System (SES), state licensing and supervision, and federal registration. Users should submit agenda items by emailing ombudsman@nmls.org no later than COB Wednesday, March 9. Please
provide the agenda item and any relevant information on your company’s letterhead. Although the meeting will be live, the meeting will
only cover submitted topics. As a result, individuals must submit topics ahead of time.
Please note that topics discussed will be limited due to time constraints, however, all topics submitted will be reviewed. Individuals
chosen to discuss submitted topics must attend the virtual meeting
to present their submission and are required to participate in a logistics preparation meeting. Additional meeting information and how to
register will be provided closer to the event date.
NMLS Conference attendees can tune into the conference first to
get the latest updates on financial services supervision and NMLS
modernization prior to submitting topics for discussion for the spring
virtual Ombudsman meeting. More information will be posted on the
Ombudsman page of the NMLS Resource Center.

State news from NMLS
Vermont Department of Financial Regulation Banking Division adds Money Transmitter Kiosk ATM Registration to NMLS
January 1, 2022
NMLS will begin receiving new applications for the Vermont Department of Financial Regulation Banking Division Registration. New
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NMLS will begin receiving new application filings for the Nevada
Financial Institutions license. New applicants will be able to submit
these records through NMLS. The agency will also begin receiving
new and converted Electronic Surety Bonds (ESB) through NMLS for
this registration type.

▶

Money Transmitter License

Applicants are now able to view the license requirements on the
State Agency Licensing page.
Click here for more information.
“Companies holding the Nevada Financial Institutions Division Money
Transmitter License are required to submit a license transition request through NMLS by filing a Company Form (MU1) and an Individual Form (MU2) for each of their control persons by April 1, 2022.
The Money Transmitter License will be available in NMLS to submit the
transition request starting January 1, 2022. The transition to NMLS for
this license is required.”
Hawaii Department of Commerce and Consumer Affairs (Division of Financial Institutions) adds Small Dollar Installment
Loans to NMLS January 1, 2022.
Hawaii Department of Commerce and Consumer Affairs (Division of
Financial Institutions) adds Small Dollar Installment Loans to NMLS
January 1, 2022.
NMLS will begin receiving new application filings for the Hawaii
Department of Commerce and Consumer Affairs license. New applicants will be able to submit these records through NMLS. The
agency will also begin receiving new Electronic Surety Bonds (ESB)
through NMLS for this registration type.

▶

Small Dollar Installment Loans

Applicants are now able to view the license requirements on the
State Agency Licensing page.
Electronic Surety Bonds (ESB) Updates
States to Adopt Electronic Surety Bonds
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States have begun receiving new and converted Electronic Surety
Bonds (ESB) through NMLS for the following license types:

at the time of new bond issuance. Exempt registrants with Mortgage
Loan Originators utilizing either the mortgage lender or mortgage
broker bond form will also be required to convert existing surety
bonds by the December 31, 2022, deadline.

Hawaii Division of Financial Institutions

▶
▶
▶
▶

Small Dollar Installment Loans as of 1/1/2022 Available for New
applicants
There is no NMLS conversion deadline
Nevada Division of Mortgage Lending
Electronic surety bonds (ESB) for the license/registration types will
be available in NMLS starting December 1, 2017. Companies holding any of these license/registration types are required to convert
their existing surety bond to NMLS via the submission of an ESB by
November 1, 2018.

▶
▶
▶
▶
▶

Money Transmitter License – December 31, 2022
Mortgage Lender License – December 31, 2022
Mortgage Broker License – December 31, 2022
Fintech Regulatory Sandbox Registration –
December 31, 2022

Connecticut Department of Banking
Electronic surety bonds (ESB) for the license/registration types will
be available in NMLS starting November 1, 2021. Companies holding any of these license/registration types are required to convert
their existing surety bond to NMLS via the submission of an ESB by
March 1, 2022.

Mortgage Broker License
Mortgage Banker License

▶
▶
▶
▶
▶
▶
▶
▶

Mortgage Servicer License
Supplemental Mortgage Servicer License
Exempt Company Registration held under NAC 645B.043 or
NAC 645E.080

West Virginia Division of Financial Institutions
Electronic surety bonds (ESB) for the license/registration types will
be available in NMLS starting September 3, 2021. Companies holding any of these license/registration types are required to convert
their existing surety bond to NMLS via the submission of an ESB on
or before December 31, 2022. If a licensee or registrant’s business activity requires the submission of a new surety bond after September
3, 2021, but prior to December 31, 2022, conversion will be required

Consumer Collection Agency – March 1, 2022
Debt Adjuster – March 1, 2022
Exempt Registrant – March 1, 2022
Money Transmitter – March 1, 2022
Mortgage Broker – March 1, 2022
Mortgage Correspondent Lender – March 1, 2022
Mortgage Lender – March 1, 2022
Mortgage Servicer – March 1, 2022

See the ESB Adoption Map and Table for a list of state agencies who
have also adopted ESB and required ESB conversion dates

States that have
adopted ESB

State Adoption of NMLS ESB
Washington
Montana

Vermont

North Dakota

Maine

Minnesota
Minnesota

Oregon
Idaho
Idaho

New Hampshire
Wisconsin

South Dakota

Nevada
California
California
-DBO

Nebraska

Utah-DFI
Utah
UT DFI has
adopted

Arizona

Iowa

Pennsylvania
Illinois
Illinois

Colorado
Kansas
Kansas

New Mexico

Oklahoma

Missouri

Ohio
West
West
Virginia
Virginia

Kentucky
Kentucky

Rhode Island
Connecticut
New Jersey
Delaware
Maryland

Virginia
North
Carolina

Tennessee

District of Columbia

Mississippi

Alabama

State Agency
adopting ESB for
license types as of
1/1/2022
State Agency
adopting ESB for
license types as of
3/1/2022

South
Carolina

Arkansas
Arkansas

Hawaii
Texas - DOB
Texas

Indiana SOS

Massachusetts

New York

Michigan

Wyoming

State Agency
adopting ESB for
license types as of
11/1/2021

Georgia

Louisiana
Florida

Guam

Alaska

Puerto Rico

Virgin Islands

State Regulatory Registry LLC, last updated 2/8/2022
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Chartwell New Hires & Promotions
Chartwell is pleased to
welcome the following
individuals to its team
of professionals.
JACOB HINES
Senior Compliance Professional - Licensing
Jacob (Jake) Hines serves as a Senior Compliance Professional
for Chartwell Compliance and brings years of experience in state
money transmitter acquisition, statutory license maintenance,
and regulatory as well as consumer compliance. Prior to joining
Chartwell, Jacob worked at a rapidly growing cryptocurrency firm,
Voyager Digital, where he assisted in licensing acquisition, refining
policies and procedures for compliance with applicable regulations,
as well as with aiding in various other regulatory compliance
functions. Read more about Jacob

GREGORY SCHEFFLER
Compliance Professional – Licensing
Gregory (“Greg”) Scheffler is a Licensing Compliance Professional
with Chartwell Compliance and has over ten years of experience
in a number of regulatory compliance industries. Prior to joining
Chartwell Compliance, Greg worked with LicenseLogix for more
than five years managing and servicing client licensing accounts
within the financial services, payments, insurance, energy broker,
charitable non-profit and hospitality industries. Greg also worked
at State Licensing Servicing Inc, where he project managed and
advised clients re: their regulatory requirements in the life science
and healthcare industries. Read more about Gregory

KAREN TINGLEY
Assistant Compliance Director – License Maintenance
Over 30 years of regulatory experience in the areas of money
services business (“MSB”), credit unions and information technology
as a Financial Institution Manager for the Michigan Department of
Insurance and Financial Services, developing examination procedures
for Money Transmission, Regulatory Lending, Payday Lending, Debt
Management and Motor Vehicle Sales Finance programs. Former
member of the Money Transmitter Regulators Association Board for 3
years and served as chairperson of the MTRA Education Committee
and taught at numerous examiner schools. Read more about Karen

AUSTIN BRIGGS
Senior Compliance Professional – Licensing
Austin Briggs serves as a Senior Compliance Professional at Chartwell
Compliance and has over 7 years of professional experience in the
financial services industry with a core focus on managing, completing,
and maintaining state licensing applications. Prior to joining Chartwell,
Austin served as a Licensing Supervisor for Evergreen Home Loans,
where he managed the company’s state licenses. His responsibilities
included managing and maintaining over 600 individual mortgage
loan originator licenses, 200 branch licenses and 15 company
licenses. In addition to supervising the Licensing Specialists, Austin
assigned ongoing and daily tasks, provided guidance and facilitated
relevant training. Read more about Austin

PHILLIP FURUSA
Corporate Development Executive
Over 13 years of experience in sales leadership, marketing and
project management holding a number of sales and marketing
roles and responsible for establishing and expanding brand
awareness and presence in the U.S., Canada, Africa and abroad.
Read more about Phillip

CAREERS
Chartwell Compliance understands that great work means continuously making improvements not just within the company, but
also within ourselves. Our staff members:

▶ Work every day with experts in regulatory compliance and
financial crimes prevention.

▶ Assist some of the most innovative companies in the financial
services industry.

▶ Thrive in a fast-paced, entrepreneurial environment with
upward mobility.

▶ Improve their skillsets and knowledgebases through relevant
CHARTWELL COMPASS | MARCH 2022

certificates, courses, or workshops that advance their careers
and leadership.

▶ Receive Kaizen training, the Japanese principle that aims to

create a work environment that is as efficient as it is productive
and successful.

Chartwell is always looking for full-time skilled professionals in compliance and risk management, operations, corporate development, and consulting management. Please email
careers@chartwellcompliance.com to apply for a position with
Chartwell Compliance.
VIEW CURRENT OPEN POSITIONS
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Chartwell’s Open
Home-Based Positions
CAREERS
Chartwell is one of the world’s preeminent providers of federal and
state regulatory compliance consulting to money services, payments and financial technology businesses entering or expanding
into regulated areas of North America. The company also services
banks and institutional investors.

For more information or to apply for one of the remote positions,
please visit our Careers page.

VIEW CAREERS PAGE

Chartwell is growing and we are hiring! We have the below remote or home-based positions open, so please share with your
networks!
Chartwell is a great place to work, and our culture is unmatched!

MSB LICENSING & LICENSE MAINTENANCE
(Click on the links below to read more about the positions.)

▶ Licensing Compliance Assistant Director
▶ Licensing Senior Compliance Professional
▶ Licensing Compliance Assistant Director (Maintenance)
▶ Licensing Senior Compliance Professional (Maintenance)
FINTECH COMPLIANCE
(Click on the links below to read more about the positions.)

▶ Fintech Compliance Assistant Director
▶ Fintech Senior Compliance Professional (Gaming)

CHARTWELL COMPASS | MARCH 2022

“Career development
is at the forefront of
Chartwell’s initiatives and
we place a lot of focus
on providing quality
opportunities for our
team to grow and thrive.”
—DANIEL WEISS, CHAIRMAN AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER, CHARTWELL COMPLIANCE
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Chartwell Shows You the Way
Founded in 2011, Chartwell Compliance delivers
powerful solutions to complex regulatory, licensing,
and compliance challenges experienced by ﬁntech
and ﬁnancial services companies. Chartwell has
served over 500 ﬁrms ranging from Fortune 50 to
ﬁntech’s biggest unicorns throughout the world.

Chartwell brings to bear the
breadth of its experience with
the various

state

regulators,

including knowledge of the preferences and
personalities of the various staﬀ working for the
various regulatory bodies. Where there are gray

VALUE PROPOSITION

areas (often in a changing landscape), Chart-

ONE-STOP SOLUTION

make recommendations as to how to respond to

Complete outsourcing of worldwide license acquisition and
maintenance and many day-to-day compliance and AML staﬀ
functions. Flex talent and variable fee structure that are superior
to direct hiring or other service provider options.

SATISFIED CLIENTS
Over 500 satisﬁed clients, including some of the most prominent multinationals in their respective industries and many ﬁrms
within the Fortune 1000.

“WALKS THE TALK” ON COMPLIANCE
Chartwell is proud to be an entity of MVB Bank, a regulated,
publicly traded ﬁnancial institution which Chartwell supports on
compliance.

STABLE, HIGHLY QUALIFIED WORKFORCE
Nearly all employees possess over 20 years of experience as
practitioners or regulators, and are employees, not contractors.
Chartwell is proud of its low employee turnover rate and the
many awards it has received for a unique and revolutionary

well’s experience enables their personnel to
a variety of requirements (e.g., reporting and
license renewal requirements). In addition, as our
Company has become licensed over the last 3
years, we continue to engage Chartwell for
support with ongoing license maintenance and
renewals (an eﬀort not to be underestimated).
This includes support with managing “advance
change notiﬁcations” when the licensed entity
proposes to appoint new oﬃcers (a surprisingly
involved process that takes several weeks).
In short, we have been pleased with the quality of
Chartwell’s support from day one. And, although
we certainly rely on outside counsel from time to
time for legal issues and legal interactions with
regulators, we have found that Chartwell oﬀers
the most cost-eﬀective approach for supporting
management of the nuts and bolts of ﬁling
license applications and supporting ongoing
license maintenance and renewals.

corporate culture and approach to staﬀ development.

Suzan S. Rowland, Deputy General Counsel

EXCEPTIONAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Yapstone Holdings, Inc.

Chartwell staﬀ members practice a Kaizen methodology and use
proprietary project management techniques that sustain a high
level of quality.

CHARTWELL
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ChartwellConsultants
Consultants
Chartwell
Chartwell’s team members are cross-certiﬁed in
regulatoryteam
compliance,
laundering,
Chartwell’s
members anti-money
are cross-certiﬁed
in
testing, information
technology
and security,
and
regulatory
compliance,
anti-money
laundering,
fraud. information
The diversiﬁed
experience
of and
our
testing,
technology
and security,
consultants
provides
our clients
with
access to
fraud.
The diversiﬁed
experience
of our
consultants
seasoned
examin-ers,
operators,
and regulatory
provides
our clients
with access
to seasoned
examinpolicy
makers
in regulatory
the banking,
non-banking,
and
ers,
operators,
and
policy
makers in the
emerging
payments
compliance
segments
of
the
banking, non-banking, and emerging paymentscomﬁnancial
services
pliance
segments
ofindustry.
the ﬁnancial services industry.
CONSULTANTS AVERAGE 22 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
CONSULTANTS AVERAGE 20 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

We use this vast experience to design and implement eﬀective
We use this vast experience to design and implement eﬀective
compliance and risk management programs properly calibratcompliance and risk management programs properly calibrated to address both the current and prospective regulatory
ed to address both the current and prospective regulatory
environment.
environment.

EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE AT THE INDUSTRY’S BEST
EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE AT THE INDUSTRY’S BEST
ORGANIZATIONS
ORGANIZATIONS

Chartwell’s staﬀ members have served in:
Chartwell’s staﬀ members have served in:
• Internationally prominent U.S. payments licensing and
• Internationally prominent U.S. payments licensing and
compliance advisory outsourcing practice
compliance advisory outsourcing practice
• Regulatory experience with the California Department of
•
Business Oversight and Texas Department of Banking
(DOB)
•

MSBs such as Western Union, First Data, and Sigue
MSBs such as Western Union, First Data, and Sigue
• State and nationally chartered banks
• State and nationally chartered banks
• The Federal Bureau of Investigation’s Financial Crimes and
• The Federal Bureau of Investigation’s Financial Crimes
Terrorist Financial Crimes and Terrorist Financing
and Terrorist Financial Crimes and Terrorist Financing
• Assistant director at the Oﬃce of the Comptroller of the
• Assistant director at the Oﬃce of the Comptroller of the
Currecy (OCC) Assistant Director of Enforcement
Currecy (OCC) Assistant Director of Enforcement
•

CROSS-CERTIFIED STAFF MEMBERS
•

Certiﬁed AML (CAMS)

•

Regulatory manager certiﬁcations CRCM and PMP
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Chartwell Services
Fintech Licensing

Banking Compliance

With its large team of long-time licensing oﬃcers and former

Chartwell has well-credentialed former bank compliance

regulators, Chartwell has centuries of collective experience

oﬃcers and regulators who serve all types of banks as well as

obtaining and maintaining thousands of regulatory licenses

challenger/neo/digital banks in most areas of bank regulato-

for ﬁntech companies in areas like money transmission,

ry compliance. Numerous clients come from the ﬁntech

cryptocurrency, prepaid access, currency exchange, lending,

industry and several of the ﬁntech banking market leaders

and gaming. The ﬁrm provides a fully outsourced solution in

have worked with Chartwell. Chartwell brings a unique,

all key component parts of getting and staying licensed.

ﬁrst-hand experience to its work, with its own parent compa-

Chartwell’s emphasis on excellent project management and

ny being a publicly traded ﬁntech bank and a client of

Kaizen methodology help ensure timely results. Chartwell

Chartwell

and its staﬀ have serviced, worked at, or supervised a statistically signiﬁcant portion of all licensed U.S. money transmitters.

Fintech Compliance

Global Outsourced
Compliance
Chartwell’s team of veteran compliance oﬃcers, regulators

Chartwell is one of the world’s preeminent providers of

and analysts are positioned as an outsourced resource for

AML/CFT, fraud prevention, and regulatory compliance

compliance program execution with many ﬁnancial services

services to the ﬁntech industry. Comprised of an incredibly

businesses. The ﬁrm handles many of the day-to-day

deep bench of long-time practitioners from all corners of the

functions required to maintain an eﬀective compliance

ﬁntech industry, the ﬁrm builds, localizes, enhances, and

program, including transaction monitoring and reporting;

audits compliance programs. It has served many of the indus-

sanctions screening; KYC and customer due diligence;

try’s leading ﬁntechs, hundreds of companies overall

onboarding and enhanced due diligence; fraud prevention;

throughout the world.

consumer compliance; and taking overall leadership of the
program. Providing ﬂex talent at variable cost, with excellent
bench depth and quality assurance, Chartwell is a strong
alternative to hiring directly in many cases.
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Chartwell’s Strategic Alliances

Fiserv, a global leader in payments

NICE Actimize uses innovative technol-

Thomson Reuters is a leading provider

and ﬁnancial technology, helps clients

ogy to protect institutions and safeguard

of business information services. Our

achieve

in

consumers and investors by identifying

products include highly specialized

account processing and digital bank-

ﬁnancial crimes, preventing fraud and

information-enabled

ing solutions; card-issuer processing

providing regulatory compliance.

tools for legal, tax, accounting and

and

best-in-class

network

services;

results

software

and

payments;

compliance professionals combined

e-commerce; merchant acquiring and

with the world’s most global news

processing;

service – Reuters.

and

the

Clover®

cloud-based point-of-sale solution.

Acuant Compliance's Trusted Identity
Platform provides identity veriﬁcation,
regulatory

compliance

(AML/KYC)

and digital identity solutions leverag-

Middesk’s Identity product provides

ing AI and human-assisted machine

accurate, complete information that

Through its subsidiary, MVB Bank, Inc.,

learning to deliver unparalleled accu-

ﬁnancial services companies need to

and the Bank’s subsidiaries, MVB

racy and eﬃciency.

make eﬃcient onboarding decisions.
Our Agent product makes it easy for

Community Development Corporation,

employers to ﬁle with the state and

Chartwell Compliance and Paladin,

federal agencies needed to establish

MVB provides ﬁnancial services to

their business across the country. Our

individuals and corporate clients in the
Mid-Atlantic region and beyond.

customers include Aﬃrm, Brex, Plaid,
Accuity oﬀers a suite of innovative

Mercury, Divvy, Rippling, Gusto, and

solutions for payments and compli-

others.

ance professionals, from comprehensive data and software that manage
risk and compliance, to ﬂexible tools
that optimize payments pathways.
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Chartwell’s Culture and Honors
Fall Retreat 2021

CORONADO ISLAND
MARRIOTT RESORT & SPA
We not only work hard,
but we also play hard!

After morning sessions, the team headed
out for fun-filled afternoons in and around
San Diego and got to experience the San
Diego Zoo, USS Midway, the shore lines
of La Jolla, SeaWorld, as well as some
kayaking, sailing, and even a cruise in the
harbor. The team spent evenings relaxing
together at Bali Hai, the Marine Room, and
enjoyed a private dinner on the terrace
at the Birch Aquarium. We are looking
forward to our Spring Retreat in beautiful
Puerto Rico, at the San Juan Marriott
Resort and Stellaris Casino!

CHARTWELL COMPASS | MARCH 2022
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Chartwell’s Culture and Honors
Chartwell has been recognized not only for its superior services and client
relationships, but also for investing and developing a truly unique
workplace. The backbone of Chartwell’s success is its expert team.

-

CHARTWELL
CELEBRATES
10 YEARS!
The company celebrated its
10-year anniversary during its
recent corporate retreat to
Coronado Island, California. Here’s
to continued growth for the
company and their staﬀ of nearly
60 trusted colleagues.

Chartwell is honored to be recognized by the following organizations:

Subscribe today
Get your complimentary
subscription today and learn the
latest on ﬁnancial regulatory
compliance, crime prevention,
and risk management. Send an
email to:

compass@chartwellcompliance.com

301 Virginia Avenue, Fairmont, WV 26554 | chartwellcompliance.com
Chartwell Compliance is a wholly-owned subsidiary of MVB Bank, Inc.
Chartwell Compass is intended to provide education and general information on regulatory compliance, reasonable management practices and corresponding legal issues. This publication does not attempt
to oﬀer solutions to individual problems and the content is not oﬀered as legal advice. Questions concerning individual legal issues should be addressed to the attorney of your choice.
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